United Nations – Paragraph of Human rights and intervention.
Version 20204 personal use.
1.
Two councils exist, one with representive numbers, the second each nation one voice.
2.
Council of representive numbers should have per million citizens one appointed representative.
3.
council of equality should have for each nation, bound by law, one representative.
4.
Two councils have equal voting right, and equal right of intervention.
5.
Intervention is bound by regulations, to input a voting decision, or to output certain intervention.
6.
output intervention is bound by usage of means, and respected to its goal.
7.
both councils are asked to vote for every upcoming event, intervention, law indictment or rule.
8.
Both councils regulary and on scheme are asked to gather and to investigate matters.
9.
both councils are represented by a daily delegate with veto of decision and intervention.
10.
Daily delegates are choosen by democratic cause in respect to the purpose of the councils
11.
United Nations sole purpose is to guarentee peace and prosperity in extent to ethical and moral
rules.
12.
United Nations sole cause is the conflict of war without reason or without reasonable goal.
13.
United Nations are based on sciences used in normal and possible manner.
14.
United Nations are asked to intervene in any and all wars with visibility
in the grounds and represented nations.
15.
Any conflict with civil casualties are bound by agreements of the United Nations
and me be subject to special rules of either reducing, sactioning or withdrawal of subsidies.

16.
All Nations represented in the United Nations Councils, respect both constitutional law and birth
rights.
17.
All Nations are bound by the same supervising counculs and its delegates.
18.
Appointed investigation has the allowance to see and interprete all local laws, functions, and
governmental parts without being witheld by local law.
19.
Appointed investigation has the sole purpose to serve the councils of united nations,
and the sole purpose to ensure worldwide peace.
20.
The two councils of United Nations has the goals of ensuring peace in any way possible,
and with the extent of being an embassy for all unknown sources and purposes.
21.
Damage done in mandate to the united nations, are being monitored and without direct lawenforcement including conviction.
22.
Any conflict known by the United Nations are responsible in their direct notification of both size,
cause and direct interests.
23.
These rules are in accordance with planetary essential values of ethical or morale order.
Set forth in the line of governing times.

